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Abstract9

Possible ways of realization of a so-called complete experiment for atomic Auger decay, i.e. experimental determination of the Auger
amplitudes, are discussed. Recently found relations between parameters characterizing the angular distributions and the spin polarization
of Auger electrons have led to a revision of our understanding which measurement can constitute a complete experiment. Now it is clear
that in general, information on both particles in the final state, electron and residual ion, is necessary. Examples of recent almost complete
experiments are discussed.
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1. Introduction: a concept of a complete experiment for19

Auger process20

A set of measurements is called a “complete” or “perfect”21

experiment if from the results of the measurements it is22

possible to obtain the most complete quantum mechanical23

information about the studied process, namely the transi-24

tion amplitudes and their relative phases. These experimen-25

tally determined amplitudes can serve as an ultimate test for26

the theoretical calculations. Due to their fundamental im-27

portance the complete experiments are widely discussed in28

photo- and scattering processes[1]. It is clear that the ex-29

periment is “complete” only within the framework of the30

theory used[2]. A more detailed theoretical description31

may need more parameters (more amplitudes) and there-32

fore requires more measurements before the experiment is33

complete.34

A concept of a complete experiment for the Auger pro-35

cesses in atoms was first formulated in[3] within the36

framework of the conventional two-step model of creation37

and decay of a core-ionized or core-excited resonant state.38

An Auger decay itself is considered as a quantum transition39

from a well-defined initial ionic state, characterized by its40

energy, angular momentum (Ji ), and parity (πi ), to a certain41

final state of the residual ion (Jf , πf ) and the Auger electron42

in the continuum. The initial ionic state is prepared in the43

first step of the Auger process: ionization or excitation of an44

atom by photon or particle impact. It is convenient to expand45

the Auger electron wave function in partial waves. Then the46

Auger decay may be described in terms of a limited num-47

ber of complex matrix elements (Auger amplitudes)Mlj ≡ 48

〈Jfπf , lj‖O‖Jiπi〉, wherel andj are the orbital and total an- 49

gular momenta of the Auger electron andO is the transition 50

operator. The number of Auger amplitudes is limited by the51

angular momentum and parity selection rules. In the gen-52

eral case the total number of the amplitudes is 2Ji + 1 [3]. 53

For example, for the transition M4N2,3N2,3(Jf = 2) there 54

are four different electron continuum channels: s1/2, d3/2, 55

d5/2, and g7/2 and correspondingly four complex Auger56

amplitudes. The moduli of the amplitudes and relative57

phase shifts form a set of the 4Ji + 1 real parameters to be 58

determined experimentally for a complete characterization59

of the Auger decay. In many cases the number of possible60

decay channels is less than maximum. IfJf < Ji then the 61

number of amplitudes reduces to 2Jf + 1, thus only 4Jf + 1 62

parameters need to be determined experimentally. Another63

possibility to diminish the number of required parameters64

is to use some additional approximation for the description65

of the Auger decay. For example, application of the LSJ66

approximation for the ionic states and the non-relativistic67

approximation for the Auger electron considerably dimin-68

ishes the number of necessary amplitudes. 69

1 0368-2048/$ – see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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In practice, the absolute measurements of the Auger elec-70

tron yield are very rare. In the experiments discussed below71

only relative cross sections, relative partial widths, etc. are72

determined. Therefore, relative Auger amplitudes and phases73

are obtained from the experiment which is then dubbed “al-74

most complete” experiment. Obviously, the above consid-75

eration is valid not only for the Auger decay but also for76

the resonant Auger process and for the autoionization of77

any strong resonance which can be described within the78

two-step model. In recent years several attempts have been79

made to perform the complete experiment for Auger or res-80

onant Auger (autoionization) processes in atoms using vari-81

ous technique[4–14]. Some of them will be discussed below82

in more detail.83

2. Measurable parameters of the Auger decay84

2.1. Anisotropy and spin polarization of Auger electrons85

In the following we discuss what parameters can be mea-86

sured in experiments with the Auger decay, in principle.87

First, consider the experiments in which only Auger elec-88

trons are detected. The first observable quantity is, natu-89

rally, the intensity of the Auger line which is proportional90

to the sum of all matrix elements squared:I0 ≈ ∑
lj |Mlj|2.91

This gives the first equation connecting the observable quan-92

tity and the unknown amplitudes. More detailed informa-93

tion about the chosen Auger transition can be obtained from94

angular distribution and spin-polarization measurements. In95

fact, in many cases the excited initial Auger state is not96

isotropic in a sense that the magnetic substates related to97

some physically selected axis are not statistically populated.98

The anisotropy of the initial state may be characterized by99

the orientation (k = odd) and alignment (k = even) statis-100

tical tensorsAkq which in the simplest case reduce to the101

statistical tensors of the first and second rank, respectively102

[15]. The angular distribution of the Auger electrons emitted103

from an aligned state can be presented as[16]:104

IJf (ϑ) = I0

4π


1 +

kmax∑
k=2,even

αkAk0(Ji)Pk( cosϑ)


 (1)

105

whereI0 is the total yield of the transition,Pk(x) are the106

Legendre polynomials,Ak0(Ji) are statistical tensors of even107

rank describing the alignment of the initial state andαk are108

intrinsic anisotropy parameters, characteristic for a partic-109

ular Auger transition. (Thez-axis of a laboratory system110

is chosen along the alignment axis andϑ is the angle of111

electron emission.) The summation in(1)is over even val-112

ues ofk, andkmax ≤ 2Ji . In photoinduced Auger emission113

k = 2 only. The alignment parametersAk0(Ji) can be mea-114

sured in independent experiments. Sometimes they are ex-115

actly known (for example, in photoexcitation of resonances116

from theJ = 0 ground state). In any case, we can consider117

Eq. (1)as an equation relating the experimentally observed118

angular distribution and the intrinsic anisotropy parameters119

αk which are expressed in terms of Auger amplitudes as120

αk =
∑
lj,l′j′

alj,l′j′ Re(MljM
∗
l′j′) (2)

121

wherealj,l′j′ are the known combinations of the Clebsch–122

Gordan coefficients[16]. 123

The Auger electrons can be spin polarized[17,18]. Mea- 124

surements of the spin polarization of Auger (autoionization)125

electrons are difficult but quite feasible as demonstrated by126

recent experiments[4–6,19–23]. The three components of127

the spin-polarization vector can also be expressed in terms128

of orientation and alignment tensors and the correspond-129

ing intrinsic parameters[24]. It is convenient to present the130

spin-polarization components in the frameS′ with thez′-axis 131

along the direction of Auger electron emission[25–28]. The 132

spin component along the direction of electron motion (lon-133

gitudinal component,Pz′ ) may be presented as 134

Pz′ =
∑

k=oddδkAk0(Ji)Pk( cosϑ)

1 + ∑
k=2,evenαkAk0(Ji)Pk( cosϑ)

. (3)
135

Hereδk are the intrinsic parameters which determine the an-136

gular distribution of the longitudinal spin component. Note137

that the sum in the numerator contains terms with only odd138

k values while the sum in the denominator contains only139

evenk terms. The transverse spin component in the reaction140

plane (Px′ ) is 141

Px′ =
∑

k=oddξkAk0(Ji)P
1
k ( cosϑ)

1 + ∑
k=2,evenαkAk0(Ji)Pk( cosϑ)

(4)
142

while another transverse component, perpendicular to the143

reaction plane, is 144

Py′ =
∑

k=2,evenξ̄kAk0(Ji)P
1
k ( cosϑ)

1 + ∑
k=2,evenαkAk0(Ji)Pk( cosϑ)

. (5)
145

In Eqs. (4) and (5)the functionsP1
k (x) are the associated146

Legendre polynomials, the coefficientsξk (k odd) andξ̄k 147

(k even) are the intrinsic parameters which determine the148

transverse spin components in the reaction plane and per-149

pendicular to it, respectively. Note that the valuesAk0(Ji) 150

in Eqs. (3)–(5)are still determined in the laboratory frame151

and angleϑ is measured from the laboratoryz-axis. Since 152

we consider the orientation and alignment tensors of the153

initial stateAk0(Ji) as known values, the measurements of154

the spin polarization of Auger electrons provide the intrin-155

sic parametersδk, ξk (k odd) andξ̄k (k even) which may be 156

expressed in terms of the Auger amplitudes by the relations157

of the general form similar toEq. (2): 158

τ
(i)
k =

∑
lj,l′j′

c
(i)

lj,l′j′MljM
∗
l′j′ (6)

159

whereτ(i)k , i = 1 − 3, represents all three intrinsic param-160

eters. Simple explicit expressions for the coefficientsc
(i)

lj,l′j′ 161
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may be found in[25,28]. The total number of intrinsic pa-162

rameters which can be in principle obtained from the mea-163

surements of the angular dependence of the intensity and164

spin polarization of Auger electrons is 4Ji + 1 [3] which165

is accidentally, equal to the total number of real parameters166

characterizing the amplitudes. Thus if the intrinsic parame-167

ters had to be independent, the complete experiment would168

be possible by only measuring the parameters of the Auger169

electrons. However, as was found recently, the intrinsic pa-170

rameters are not all independent. There are relations con-171

necting them, which reduce the number of equations for de-172

termining Auger amplitudes[5,6,28–31]. These equations173

will be discussed later, but the consequence of their exis-174

tence is that measurements of the parameters of Auger elec-175

trons only is not sufficient for a complete experiment.176

2.2. Polarization parameters of the residual ion177

Another possibility to get information about the Auger178

amplitudes is to measure the polarization parameters of the179

residual ions. In the Auger decay, some part of the initial180

orientation and alignment is transferred to the residual ion181

[32]. If the ion is formed in the excited state its anisotropy182

can be revealed by studying the angular distribution and183

polarization of the subsequent fluorescence or the second184

step Auger electrons. In particular, the alignment transfer185

can be studied by measuring the angular distribution of the186

second-step Auger electrons (see, for example,[33,34] and187

references therein) or by measuring the angular distribution188

or linear polarization of fluorescence (see[35–37] and ref-189

erences therein). The orientation of the residual ion is mea-190

sured by studying the circular polarization of fluorescence191

[14,38,39]excited by circularly polarized primary photon192

beam. In principle, information about the orientation trans-193

fer can be obtained also from spin-resolved measurements194

of the second-step Auger electrons. Such experiments are195

much more difficult, although feasible as demonstrated by196

Kuntze et al.[19,20] for the case of Ba(5p) resonant pho-197

toionization.198

Both alignment and orientation transfer are described by199

the relation[32,15]:200201

Ak0(Jf )=Ak0(Ji)


∑

lj

|Mlj|2



−1

202

×

∑

lj

Ĵi Ĵf (−1)j+Ji+Jf

{
JJi Jf j

Jf Ji k

}
|Mlj|2


 .

203

(7)204

wherek = 2, . . . ,even for alignment andk = 1, . . . ,odd205

for orientation. Obviously both the alignment and the206

orientation transfer are determined by the Auger ma-207

trix elements squared. There is no interference between208

Auger channels and therefore the phase differences do not209

enterEq. (7).

2.3. Coincidence measurements of angular correlations 210

Finally, we consider the angle resolved coincidence mea-211

surements in which the Auger (autoionization) electron is212

detected together with the subsequent fluorescence or an-213

other Auger electron. First angle resoled experiments on au-214

toionization electron-fluorescence coincidences have been215

done by West and collaborators[10–13]. The experiments216

were done in Ca and Sr with the polarization analysis of the217

following fluorescence. The feasibility of the angular cor-218

relation study for two successively emitted Auger electrons219

measured in coincidence has been demonstrated for the res-220

onant Auger–normal Auger correlations in noble-gas atoms221

[7,40–44]. 222

For both types of experiment the angular correlation be-223

tween the emitted Auger (autoionization) electron and the224

following radiation (fluorescence or the second step Auger225

electron) can be presented in the general form[32,45]: 226227

W(�n1, �n2)= c
∑
k1k2k0

Gk1k2k0 ρk0q0(Ji) [Yk1(�n1)× Yk2(�n2)]k0q0
228

(8) 229

where unit vectors�n1 and �n2 show the directions of the230

Auger emission and the following radiation, [Yk1(�n1) × 231

Yk2(�n2)]k0q0 are the bipolar spherical harmonics,ρk0q0(Ji) 232

is the statistical tensor describing the initial Auger state,233

andGk1k2k0 are generalized anisotropy coefficients which234

are determined by the Auger decay amplitudes. The range235

of indexes isk0 ≤ 2Ji , k1 andk2 are both even and satisfy236

the triangle rule. This shows that the number of coefficients237

which in principle can be extracted from the experiment238

may be much larger than the number of unknown ampli-239

tudes. Therefore, there exists redundance which is almost240

necessary in such complicated experiments. 241

3. Relations between intrinsic parameters 242

In previous section we have demonstrated that experi-243

ments involving Auger decay can provide many measurable244

parameters which contain information about the Auger am-245

plitudes. The question, however, arises if all these param-246

eters are independent or not. It is clear that only indepen-247

dent parameters are important for realization of the com-248

plete experiment. For the case of the non-coincidence mea-249

surements of Auger electrons this question was first dis-250

cussed by Schmidtke et al.[5,6]. It was found experimen-251

tally and then proved mathematically that angular anisotropy252

and spin-polarization parameters are not independent. More-253

over, first relations between intrinsic parameters have been254

found for some particular transitions. Below we discuss this255

problem in considering as an example the Auger decay of a256

Ji = 3/2 state[28]. 257

Consider first the case when the angular momentum of258

the final ionic stateJf > Ji . As it follows from the above 259
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discussion the Auger electron emission in this case is de-260

termined by the 2Ji + 1 = 4 complex amplitudes (seven261

real parameters). On the other hand, the angular distribu-262

tion is characterized by one intrinsic parameterα2 while the263

spin-polarization is characterized by five intrinsic parame-264

tersδ1, δ3, ξ1, ξ̄2 andξ3. One can consider the intensity and265

all these six intrinsic parameters as functions of the seven266

unknown values (amplitudes and phases) and solve the prob-267

lem of their independence by considering the Jacobi matrix268

of the system of equations. In this way we have proved that269

the equations are not independent and that there should be270

two (!) equations connecting the intrinsic parameters. The271

equations have been found[28] to be:272
√

5(1 − α2)+ (δ1 − 3δ3)− 4(−1)l+Jf (ξ1 − 3ξ3) = 0, (9)273
274

2[1 − α2 −
√

5(−1)l+Jf ξ1]2 + 2(2ξ2)
2 − [

√
5(1 − α2)275

− (δ1 − 3δ3)] ×
[
δ1 − 2(−1)l+Jf ξ1 + 3√

5

]
= 0. (10)

276

It is interesting to note that one relation is linear, another277

one is quadratic and of the same type as found earlier for278

photoionization[46] and for other Auger processes[5,6].279

These relations are independent since relation(9) contains280

both δ3 and ξ3 while relation(10) containsξ2 and δ3 but281

not ξ3. (We suppose that all the intrinsic parameters are282

non-zero.) The equations are exact and should be valid for283

a set of amplitudes calculated in any theoretical model. We284

remind, however, that they are based on the two-step ap-285

proach and therefore valid only within the validity of the286

model. The existence of these equations shows that even if287

one measured intensity and all six intrinsic parameters only288

five of them are independent and therefore it is not possible289

to solve unambiguously the inverse problem and to obtain290

seven amplitude ratios and phases.291

It is interesting to consider the caseJf = 1 where the292

number of Auger matrix elements is only three (five real293

parameters). Although the number of measurable quantities294

(intensity + intrinsic parameters) is still seven, inspection295

of the Jacobi matrix shows that in this case there are three296

equations connecting the intrinsic parameters. One equation297

connects parameters withk ≤ 2. It was the first relation298

of this kind found in connection with the experiments by299

Schmidtke et al.[5,6]:300301

[α2 −
√

5(δ1 + (−1)lξ1)]
2 + (2ξ2)

2
302

− (1 + α2)[5 −
√

5(δ1 − (−1)l2ξ1)] = 0 (11)303

The second equation relates the anisotropy and the longitu-304

dinal spin-polarization parameters[30]:305
√

5(1 + α2)− (3δ1 + δ3) = 0 (12)306

Finally, the third equation relates also the anisotropy and307

spin-polarization parameters but contains the higher order308

ξ3 parameter:309
√

5(1 + 2α2)− [5δ1 + 2(ξ1 − 3ξ3)] = 0 (13)310

The relations(11)–(13)are all independent. Their existence311

limits the number of independent measurable quantities to312

only four which again is insufficient for the complete deter-313

mination of all amplitudes in spite of their reduced number.314

The above equations are valid forJi = 3/2. Similar equa- 315

tions have been found for the cases of Auger decay from316

Ji = 1/2 and for the resonance Auger decay fromJi = 1 317

[29] as well as for some other cases[6,30]. Although it is 318

almost obvious that such equations should exist for any ini-319

tial state, the general form of them is still not yet found. It is320

also not clear what is the physical reason of their existence.321

Since the equations are valid for any matrix elements, they322

are independent of the dynamics of the decay and therefore323

should reflect the most general symmetry properties and an-324

gular momentum conservation law. In one case ofEq. (12) 325

and similar equations for otherJi , it has been found that326

they follow from the conservation of the angular momentum327

projections in the decay[30]. I believe that other equations328

exist due to conservation of angular momentum and par-329

ity, however, this should be proved. In almost all considered330

cases the number of independent intrinsic parameters char-331

acterizing the emitted Auger electron is less than necessary332

for a complete experiment. Thus in general, the complete333

experiment cannot be realized by measuring only parame-334

ters of the Auger electrons. Information about the residual335

ion is necessary. The only exception from this rule is a tran-336

sition from Ji = 1 to Jf = 1/2 states, where information337

about two possible amplitudes (three parameters) can be ob-338

tained from the intensity and two independentα2 and ξ2 339

parameters. 340

4. Examples of the complete experiments 341

During the last years several attempts to realize a com-342

plete experiment for Auger or autoionization process have343

been made. Autoionization from photoexcited resonances in344

Ca and Sr has been studied by measuring in coincidence the345

angular correlation between the emitted electron and sub-346

sequent fluorescence with polarization analysis of the latter347

[10–13]. Fit of the experimental data by the parametrized348

theoretical expressions obtained in[47] yields the general- 349

ized anisotropy parameters. Combining them with the mea-350

sured anisotropy parameters for the angular distributions of351

the autoionization electrons the authors determined the au-352

toionization amplitudes and phases. 353

Interesting idea was suggested by Grum-Grzhimailo et al.354

[8,9]. They studied the decay of the Na+(2s2p64p 3P) au- 355

toionizing resonance produced by electron impact from laser356

excited sodium atoms. The LSJ coupling approximation was357

used in order to diminish the number of unknown ampli-358

tudes. By measuring the ratios of the electron yield for two359

resolved fine-structure components of the final ion and the360

angular distributions of the autoionization electrons they de-361

termined the absolute ratio of decay amplitudes and the rel-362

ative phase.
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A spin polarization study for some of the lines of reso-363

nant and normal Auger N4,5O2,3O2,3 spectrum excited by364
photons have been combined with the angular anisotropy365

data to obtain the ratios of Auger amplitudes and relative366

phases in[4,5]. Similar investigation have been made for367

Kr M4,5N1N2,3 transitions[6]. As discussed above, in gen-368
eral, these measurements do not constitute a complete ex-369

periment. However, for the particular caseJf = 1/2 only370

two partial waves contribute to the decay, therefore only371

one ratio and one phase difference should be determined,372

what was made in[4]. A more difficult situation was en-373

countered in[5]. The studied transition N4O2,3O2,3
3P1 is374

described by three amplitudes corresponding to three par-375

tial waves s1/2, d3/2 and d5/2. Thus two ratios of abso-376
lute values of amplitudesη1 = |M1/2|/|M5/2| and η2 =377
|M3/2|/|M5/2| and two phase differencesδ1 = ∆1/2 −∆5/2378
andδ2 = ∆3/2−∆5/2 should be determined. In experiment,379
the transition was induced by circularly polarized light and380

two spin-polarization parameters (equivalent toδ1 and ξ1)381

and the angular anisotropy parameterα2 have been mea-382

sured[5]. The third component of the spin-polarization vec-383

tor, perpendicular to the reaction plane, does not give new384

information due to the existence of the relation(11). It is385

clear that one cannot obtain two ratios and two phase dif-386

ferences from three measured values. However, we can con-387

sider one of the unknown values, for example, the relativistic388

Fig. 1. Solution space of the amplitude ratios and phase shift differences
for the Xe N4O2,3O2,3

3P1 Auger decay transition. The solid curve
represents the solution which correspond to the measured values of the
intrinsic parameters[5]. The dotted/dashed curves mark the area which
may be occupied if the measured intrinsic parameters are varied within
the range of 1/2σ/1σ, respectively. The figure is taken from[5].

phase differenceδ2, as a parameter and draw the parametric389

curves for the other three quantities using the measured val-390

ues of the spin-polarization and anisotropy parameters. This391

is shown inFig. 1. The solid curves represent the values of392

η1, η2 andδ1 as functions ofδ2 which are consistent with393

the measurements. Now we note that according to theoreti-394

cal calculations the relativistic phase differenceδ2 is usually 395

small, close to zero. Inspection ofFig. 1 shows that in the 396

region ofδ2 ≈ 0 all curves are rather flat, therefore, the ra-397

tios are not very sensitive to the exact value ofδ2. Assuming 398

δ2 = 0 (i.e. changing the model!) one gets the valuesη1, η2 399

andδ1 i.e. realizes an almost complete experiment[5]. 400

Very recently a combination of measurements of circu-401

lar polarization of fluorescence and parameters of the Auger402

electrons was used to obtain the amplitudes for the resonant403

Auger decay of the Xe 4d−1
5/26p core-excited state[14]. The

404
resonance was excited by circularly polarized synchrotron405

radiation. A decay to the Xe+ 5p46p J = 1/2 states with 406

the following fluorescence transition to the 5p46s, 5d states407

has been studied. The residual ion states withJ = 1/2 have 408

been selected what diminished the number of unknown pa-409

rameters to only one amplitude ratio (R = |M1/2|/|M3/2|) 410
and one phase difference (∆ = δ1/2−δ3/2). A measurement411
of the circular polarization of fluorescence yields the orien-412

Fig. 2. (a) Parametric plotR(∆) for the electron angular distribution
(AD) data together with the value ofR determined from the fluorescence
polarization (FL) for final state 5p4(3P0)6p[1]1/2 [14]. (b) The equiv-
alent data for final state 5p4(1D2)6p[1]1/2 along with the plot for the
spin-polarization (SP) data[4]. The shaded areas show the error bars.
Theoretical results from[48] (�); [35] (triangle down) and[4] (triangle
up). The figure is taken from[14].
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tation of the residual ion after the resonant Auger decay and413

determines the ratio of the absolute values of two ampli-414

tudes. The authors then used the anisotropy parameter of the415

angular distribution of resonant Auger electrons in order to416

obtain the cosine function of the phase difference. The inter-417

section of the two parametric plotsR(∆) gives the absolute418

value of the phase difference (seeFig. 1(a)) . In one case ad-419

ditional information about the sign of the phase difference420

was obtained using the data on the spin-polarization of the421

Auger electrons[4] (seeFig. 2(b)). This almost complete422

experiment was realized without any additional approxima-423

tion [14].424

As the last example, I have chosen a coincidence study of425

a cascade of Auger transitions in resonant photoexcitation426

of Ar 2p−14s [7,42] by linearly polarized light. Resonant427

Auger decay to the states of Ar+ 3s−13p−14s 2P has been428

studied. The latters can further decay with the emission of429

the second-step Auger electrons to the states Ar2+ 3p4 3PJ .430

Both resonant and the second-step Auger electrons were de-431

tected in the plane perpendicular to the photon beam. The432

angular correlation function in this case can be written us-433

ing a general approach developed in[45,32]. In the partic-434

ular geometry of this experiment (see inset inFig. 3) the435

second-step Auger electron was detected at the angleθ =436

270◦ with respect to the photon polarization vector. Then437

the angular distribution of the resonant Auger electrons can438

Fig. 3. Angular distributions for the resonant Auger electrons ejected in
the first-step decay of the Ar 2p3/2 →4s excitation; (a) without detecting
the second-step Auger electrons and (b) detecting in coincidence the
second-step Auger electrons in the direction ofθ = 270◦. The solid curves
show the result of the fit to the theoretical expressions. In the inset of (a)
the kinematics of the experiment is shown. The figure is taken from[7].

be presented as 439

I(θ) = A0 + A2 cos 2θ + A4 cos 4θ (14) 440

Fitting this expression to the experimental points (see441

Fig. 3(b)) yields two parametersA2/A0 andA4/A0 which 442

depend on matrix elements of Auger decay. Another two443

parameters were obtained from the independent measure-444

ments of the angular anisotropy of the first (β1) and the sec- 445

ond (β2) Auger emissions. These four experimental values446

are not sufficient to determine three relativistic amplitudes447

(s1/2, d3/2 and d5/2-waves) describing the resonant Auger448

decay. However, if LSJ approximation is used for the ionic449

states and the non-relativistic approximation for the Auger450

electrons, then only two, s- and d-amplitudes describe the451

resonant Auger decay, thus only one ratio and one phase452

difference are necessary to determine. In this case, the ex-453

perimental information obtained is even redundant[7]. This 454

is an advantage since the experiment is rather complicated455

and the error bars are large. Analysis of the experimental456

data yields the amplitudes and cosine function of the phase457

difference[7]. 458

5. Conclusions 459

In conclusion, a complete experiment for Auger decay is460

not only in principle possible but also quite feasible with461

modern experimental facilities. Several successful attempts462

of almost complete experiments for normal and resonant463

Auger processes have been published. 464

In general, it is not possible to realize a complete exper-465

iment by studying the parameters of Auger electrons only,466

information about the polarization state of the residual ion467

is necessary. The only exception from this rule are the tran-468

sitions to theJf = 1/2 final ionic states. 469

Intrinsic parameters describing the angular distribution470

and spin polarization of the Auger electron are interrelated.471

For many particular cases of practical interest all relations472

between intrinsic parameters are found. However, in the gen-473

eral case the relations are still unknown. Additional theo-474

retical efforts are also necessary in order to understand the475

physical reason for the existence of those relations. 476
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